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Information Retrieval - Spring 2015

Submission deadline: March 3, 2015

February 15, 2015

0. First, decide a name for your assgnment group. The name used in the attached example code is
groupname.

1. Implement an indexer and a searcher using Lucene for the Reuter’s data. Look at the attached code
structure. In the package assign2.groupname, there are three classes, namely ReutersDocument,
ReutersIndexer and ReutersSearcher, with some methods outlined, but not implemented.

Change the package from groupname to your groupname and implement these methods. Use the Lucene
4.10.1 jars you need. You may (in fact you should) implement other methods in these classes to support
the functionalities required. You may also provide extra classes, for example your parsing code. You
may use code from the previous assignment, or even use code written by someone else (however, only
for the parsing part).

You should index the docId (specified by NEWID), title and the body text in respective fields so that
they can be retrieved for the search results, as required in the ReutersDocument class. The choice of
analyzer, query parser, stopword removal, field weighting etc are yours. Feel free to experiment. You
will not be penalized if results produced by your code is slightly worse than expected, as long as your
choice is not terribly counter intuitive or does not produce very bad results. In your readme, write
about your choices and explain when necessary.

Once the methods are properly implemented, the main method in the class assign2.main.Test would
run using your implementation, after replacing groupname with your groupname.

Submit only the Java source: the directory assign2.yourgroupname containing your classes, and other
classes if you need. Submit a readme file mentioning the lucene jars you needed (but do not submit
the jars). Do not submit the test program. Your classes would be tested using the test program given,
using input and output directories in a different system with several different queries.

(40 marks)

2. Create 10 reasonable queries for the Reuter’s dataset. Each query should be in the simple text format,
though they may have quotes to indicate phrase queries. A reasonable query is one which is at least
related to some documents (neither all, nor none) in the dataset.

Do not copy queries from the standard benchmark queries available for Reuters, or from other groups.

Submit a text file named queries groupname.txt containing your queries, with one query per line
format.

(10 marks)
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